
Date: December 14, 2021

Subject:  Current HOT and ongoing wars in Asia  between Russia and China as well as China VS

(Taiwan, India, Japan) 

For a while now China has taken a very aggressive posture with all of its neighbors including

oddly enough the ZINGER of the day which is added to this report that China wants to take over North

Korea in a real  HOT war if needed. So lets jump in and see what each of the wars is claimed to be

about then look under the hood and find out the shocking information which drives the lust for war.

LETS START WITH THE SHOCKING ZINGER OF THE DAY: CHINA HAS CLEARLY

AND PRECISELY SAID IN THE LAST 48 HOURS THAT THEY WILL TAKE OVER NORTH

KOREA BY FORCE AND WAR IF REQUIRED. What makes China suddenly so afraid that they want

to grab North Korea even if it means an intense nuclear war.

 1 First we must go back hundreds of years and we discover that China and Korea have been at

each others throats for hundreds of years.

 2 China offered to help North Korea in the Korean war because of two distinct things:

 2.1 China wanted a buffer zone between them and the advanced radar systems of the USA

which were in South Korea, and they did not want on their border.

 2.2 China was taking a long bet that in time they would be able to grab not only North

Korea  but  South  Korea  as  well  and  at  some  point  in  the  future  subdue  the  Koreans

completely.

 3 In spite of the fact that China tried hard for 80 years to keep North Korea barely alive,  North

Korea in fact was not only was able to build and test their own atomic bombs but a hydrogen

bomb as well. This has put China in the very uncomfortable position that North Korea their

southern neighbor is pals with IRAN who represents most of the oil which China depends on,

and both North Korea and Iran have taken much harder stances with China in all negotiations

beginning in the summer of 2021. Both countries have told China that they are equals not below

China and expect to be treated as equals.

 4 This  was  further  intensified  in  the  minds  of  the  Chinese  when solid  offers  started  coming

forward to have not just a truce but formal end to the Korean war. China did not expect this at

all especially in the middle of the semiconductor war and shortages.  China has had their eyes

on South Korea as well.

 5 BOTTOM  LINE  FOR  THE  ZINGER  EXPECT  TO  SEE  HEADLINES  SOON

FEATURING CHINA VS NORTH KOREA.



Now we go north along the pacific coast until we reach the China Russia border. So let us look

into why is China now trying to fight with Russia ?

 1 To begin  China is desperate for fresh water.  Rather than using their own skills and equipment

to process dirty water and get fresh water for drinking and farming they looked at a map and

simply in a greedy Chinese way said they wanted Baikal lake in Russia to be their own. Baikal

lake represents 25% of the fresh natural drinking water on the planet.

 2 About 2 years ago the Chinese started attacking the Russian border trying to push to the lake.

Each time the Russians pushed back to the original border. Some confrontations very bloody for

the Chinese but not the Russians, yet the Chinese persist in their behavior.

 3 In the last month China has demanded that the city of Vladivostok and its region is “historical

Chinese land” so they demand it back. Russia has flatly denied the Chinese position and said

bluntly that Russia will go nuclear in a fight with China over this region.

 4 Both Russia and China have moved more men and equipment to the border areas. Russia in

particular has moved s400 and s500 SAM systems as well as hypersonic cruise missiles with

nuclear warheads to the border area.

 5 The current behavior is that Russia waiting and not attacking China but each and every time that

China tries to invade the border it is a violent counter attack by the Russians.

 6 Bottom  line:  Because  these  border  incursions  are  becoming  a  weekly  event  Putin  is

growing weary of the Chinese games so do not be shocked if you wake up one morning to

discover that Russia and China had a nuclear war while you were sleeping.

A beautiful image of the lake during winter



Taiwan the country who wants to be left alone but China will not leave them alone. What makes

Taiwan so important to the Pride and Arrogance and NEEDS of China and at the same time why will

others come to the aid of Taiwan ?

 1 LETS START BY JUMPING IN AND EXPLAINING WHY SUDDENLY TAIWAN IS A

HOTBED OF ACTION AND WORRY GLOBALLY.

 1.1 Taiwan now accounts for 20% of global semiconductor wafer production capacity. That

figure  alone  might  not  catch  the  eye,  but  the  nation  now  accounts  for  92%  of  all

semiconductor  production  at  process  nodes  less  than  10  nm—that  is,  the  world’s  most

sophisticated and most important chips.

 2 There is no way that several countries will let China take over Taiwan.

 2.1 We begin with the USA. Joe Biden told Taiwan that the USA will back them, 

 2.1.1 If you honestly look at Afghanistan and what happened there who in the world

would trust the words of the USA.

 2.1.2 And again the USA related to Ukraine, saying in public one set of words yet in

private other words and actions who will trust the USA in a real time of need ?

 2.2 Japan has agreements with Taiwan for the defense of Taiwan. Why would Japan come to

the aid of Taiwan ? Because China is trying to grab islands away from Japan so Japan is

more than ready to go to war with China to help Taiwan and to defend their own Islands.

 2.3 India  has  agreements  with  Taiwan  for  the  defense  of  Taiwan  because  India  needs

semiconductors and Taiwan needs the Indian hypersonic missiles.

 2.4 There are a couple other Asian countries who have silently committed to helping fight

China regarding Taiwan. This means that China will be shocked at the Fury of the countries

just waiting to teach China a lesson in how NOT to be a bully.

 3 Europe (the EU) has told China quietly to leave Taiwan alone or China will lose its second

biggest trading market.

 4 BOTTOM LINE: DO NOT BE SHOCKED TO WAKE UP ONE MORNING TO NEWS

OF  AN  ATTEMPT  BY  CHINA  TO  INVADE  TAIWAN  AND  THE  FOLLOWING

THINGS HAPPENED WITHIN MINUTES:

 4.1 The 3 Gorges destroyed

 4.2 Much of the Chinese Navy destroyed

 4.3 Much if the Chinese airforce in ruins

 4.4 Thousands of tanks destroyed

 4.5 Chinese ports and Ship building yards destroyed

 4.6 Primary super computer facilities destroyed

 5 IF  YOU  THINK  THAT  CHINA CAN  BULLY ITS  ASIAN  NEIGHBORS  LIKE  IT

BULLIES  SLEEPY JOE  BIDEN   THINK  AGAIN  !!!   IT  IS  A LONG  STANDING

HATRED FOR THE ARROGANCE AND PRIDE IF THE CHINESE.


